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Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution When you open the program IconSaver for the first time and save your desktop icons' positions in a resolution-independent format, the program will create 1 icon-position.ini file under your Desktop folder. IconSaver save all icons' positions automatically for all resolutions After you open IconSaver for the first time and save your desktop icons' positions in 1 icon-
position.ini file under your Desktop folder, IconSaver will automatically create "MyDesktop -" folder under your Desktop folder and there will be a file named icon-position.ini in that folder. You can save/load your desktop icons' positions in the same "icon-position.ini" file for all desktop resolutions, you can use "icon-position.ini" file for all resolutions and save/load your icons' positions in it. Built-in editor for icons'
positions manipulation When you open IconSaver for the first time, the program will show you an icon editing interface. You can resize or move the icons by this interface. If you want to add/remove an icon from any window and you can not find where this icon is on the desktop, you can use the built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation, and then drag and drop this icon to the right position on the Desktop window. If
you want to add/remove an icon from any window and you can find where this icon is on the desktop, the built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation will be disabled. You can open this editor by right click on the Desktop window and choose "Settings -" from the context menu. Desktop shell extension context menu When you right click on the Desktop window and then press the "RIGHT" key, IconSaver will show a
context menu for Desktop window. And you can choose from the context menu of Desktop window to edit/add/remove an icon on Desktop window. You can add a hotkey to IconSaver's program icon (program icon will be empty by default). System-wide hotkeys You can set a hotkey for IconSaver's program icon. You can use this hotkey to start/stop IconSaver (icon will be empty by default) and switch IconSaver's program
icon to mini window (icon will be shown by default). Here are some key features of IconSaver: IconSaver Configuration IconSaver Configuration Description:
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IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic icon restoration on desktop resolution change ￭ Built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation ￭ Desktop shell extension context menu ￭ System-wide hotkeys Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. IconSaver Description:
IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic icon restoration on desktop resolution change ￭ Built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation ￭ Desktop shell extension context menu ￭ System-wide hotkeys Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. Only for users with the
minimum version of Windows. IconSaver Description: IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic icon restoration on desktop resolution change ￭ Built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation ￭ Desktop shell extension context menu ￭ System-wide
hotkeys Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. Only for users with the minimum version of Windows. IconSaver Description: IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic icon restoration on desktop resolution change ￭ Built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation ￭
Desktop shell extension context menu ￭ System-wide hotkeys Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. Only for users with the minimum version of Windows. IconSaver Description: IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic 09e8f5149f
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IconSaver 

IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic icon restoration on desktop resolution change ￭ Built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation ￭ Desktop shell extension context menu ￭ System-wide hotkeys Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. Version 1.1.4 "IconSaver"
Search String Update (2018-04-13) Changed search string "IconSaver" by file extension ".ico". It has been added to Search Engine List. Issues Resolved: ￭ Desktop window's custom background color is not saved ￭ Desktop folder's color tint is not applied to the saved icon ￭ Icon of saved folder is not changed after icon position restoration ￭ Hotkeys are not working after recovery ￭ Version 1.1.3 is not installed after
installation ￭ "IconSaver" is not restored after upgrade Disclaimer: The tool is a Microsoft Windows utility which should not be used as a solution to a problem. Contact Microsoft Customer Support, Join Disussions, or Start a New Discussion for technical assistance. Free Download [ Download Site 1) 2020-01-30 : "IconSaver 1.1.4" has been released 2) 2019-03-12 : "IconSaver 1.1.3" has been released 3) 2018-11-27 :
"IconSaver 1.1.2" has been released 4) 2018-07-10 : "IconSaver 1.1.1" has been released 5) 2017-11-21 : "IconSaver 1.1.0" has been released 6) 2017-09-12 : "IconSaver 1.0.2" has been released 7) 2017-02-22 : "IconSaver 1.0.1" has been released 8) 2017-02-21 : "IconSaver 1.0.0" has been released Visit: Follow us: Support your favorite people with this unique gift and

What's New In IconSaver?

IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic icon restoration on desktop resolution change ￭ Built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation ￭ Desktop shell extension context menu ￭ System-wide hotkeys Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. IconSaver Description:
IconSaver is a small Windows tool that saves and restores icons' positions on the Desktop window. Here are some key features of "IconSaver": ￭ Icons' positions are saved for each desktop resolution ￭ Automatic icon restoration on desktop resolution change ￭ Built-in editor for icons' positions manipulation ￭ Desktop shell extension context menu ￭ System-wide hotkeys Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. ... Whois Privacy -
Hacked Host Privacy Tool Title: Whois Privacy - Hacked Host Privacy Tool Make: - Model: - URL: - Posted: 22-Jul-16 Author: - Tags: - Description: Whois Privacy is a small and free software that allows to get a free, public WHOIS, or domain name information. WHOIS privacy is necessary to help prevent cyber crime; it is required by law in the US and it is something that every internet user should do at least once a year.
This free tool is the result of the community work; if you like it, please consider donating to the author here: Preview Description: Whois Privacy is a small and free software that allows to get a free, public WHOIS, or domain name information. WHOIS privacy is necessary to help prevent cyber crime; it is required by law in the US and it is something that every internet user should do at least once a year. This free tool is the
result of the community work; if you like it, please consider donating to the author here: Preview ... Aloha Browser Cleanup Title: Aloha Browser Cleanup Make: - Model: - URL: - Posted: 22-Jul-
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System Requirements For IconSaver:

As always, we strongly encourage you to test your game on as many platforms as you can. Please test your game on Windows, Mac, Linux, Android, and iOS devices. Android version, 1.0.12 or later. iPhone 6 and later with iOS 9 or later. Screen resolution of 1024 x 768 or larger. Please keep the following in mind when testing: We do not support testing on Android Virtual Devices. If your game uses any Android APIs,
please test on the same devices as your game is actually
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